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Corrigendum

1. Paragraph 48

The last sentence should read

Following the result of a popular consultation held in 1999 leading to East Timor’s separation from Indonesia, the United Nations Transitional Administration in East Timor decided to abolish the death penalty in East Timor completely.

2. Annex I, table 2

Column headed “Date of abolition for all crimes”

The entry for Germany should read 1949

Column headed “Date of last execution”

The entry for Germany should read

The entry for the Solomon Islands should read 1966

The entry for Vanuatu should read 1980

Footnotes

Replace footnotes d and e with the following:
Capital punishment was abolished for all crimes in 1949 in the Federal Republic of Germany and in 1987 in the former German Democratic Republic (date of accession to the Federal Republic of Germany: 3 October 1990).

The date of the last execution in the former German Democratic Republic is not known.

Before that year.

date of independence.

3. **Annex I, table 5**

The entry for Germany should be deleted.